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ABSTRACT 
This paper is an attempt at understanding the representations of death in early Tamil texts. 

The kātai on cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam in maõimēkalai, along with the story narrated in the text, is 
analysed to bring forth the patterns of disposing of the dead and the meanings attached by 
early Tamils to the burial grounds. It is argued that at least by the period of composition of 

maõimēkalai, such meanings were mediated by the Sramanic sects, Buddhism and Jainism, 
who attempted to incorporate and interpret the burial practices of the Tamils with the 
assistance of their own cosmology. 
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Introduction  

maõimēkalai is one of the major Buddhist texts that have appeared from tamiÞakam. A 
number of studies have already appeared on the literary, religious and social features of 
this text.1 As is well known, the text was purportedly composed by cātta¸ ār who was a 

grain merchant (kūlavaõika¸ ) of Madurai,2 and tells the story of maõimēkalai, the 
daughter of mātavi, who already appears in another epic, cilappatikāram as the parattaiyar 
and lover of kōvala¸ , the hero. The text by cātta¸ ār narrates the career of mātavi and 

maõimēkalai as Buddhist nuns, and includes stories of other monks and initiates who 
come into contact with maõimēkalai. It is generally agreed that the date of composition 

of maõimēkalai is in the early medieval period (9th-10th centuries CE)†, when Buddhism 
was already declining in Tamilnadu. 

  The present exercise concentrates on one of the stories in maõimēkalai, the 
episode of cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam. The story appears as a parable, demonstrating the 
inevitability of death. The story has been commented in detail by Japanese scholar Shu 
Hikusoka, who has sought to demonstrate that the story was an indigenous adaptation 
of the Buddhist parables in piÇakas on the same theme.3 We seek to extend the hypothesis 
by Hikusoka, linking the parable with the mortuary practices of the early Tamils. 

The narrative4 

The narrative appears as a part of the conversation between cutamati, friend and teacher 

of dharma (Buddhism) to maõimēkalai, and the deity also called maõimēkalai. The duo 
discusses the love that utayakumāra¸  has towards maõimēkalai. cutamati says that 

utayakumāra¸  hopes to win the love of maõimēkalai with the assistance of goddess 
campāpati. The deity suggests that utayakumāra¸  should be initiated into the path of 

dharma, for which he had to be sent to the west, towards cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam. cutamati 
asks the deity why she calls the place as cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam, while others call the place 

as  cuÇukāÇÇukōÇÇam (funeral ground). The deity says that the place has been existing 
from the inception of kāvēripūmpaÇÇi¸ am. It is the place where the people were buried 
in terms of their worldly deeds. The deity describes the pillars where the deities of the 
burials were given their offerings, verandahs (tiõõai) built of stones, pavilions, arches 
and other edifices, as well as the huts where the guardians of the place reside. She 
discusses in detail the various types of burials, the types of memorials including trees, 
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the types of demons, apparitions, voices, animals and birds that inhabited the kōÇÇam 

and finally narrates the reason for it being called cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam in terms of a 
parable.5 

  cārôkalan, a Brāhmaõa boy reaches the place along with his old mother. While 
crossing the place he is accosted by an apparition (pēy) that terrifies him. He ran to his 
mother yelling ’I have given my life to the apparition in the funeral pyre’ and fell dead. 
kōtamai, his mother wanted to know who had taken the life of her only son, who was to 
be the support of his old, invalid (blind) parents, whether it is a god or a demon. The 
woman carried the child to the gates of the walls surrounding the funeral ground and 
yelled to campāpati why the deity who had been residing in waterfronts, foot of old 
trees, kōÇÇams and other places and protecting people has not bothered to save the life of 
her son. campāpati appeared and asked the old women why she is crying and shouting 
in a place infested by demons. When kōtamai told about the death of her son, campāpati 
replied that the life of her child has not been taken away by gods or demons, he had been 
the victim of his own ignorance and his past deeds. kōtamai pleads with campāpati to 
exchange her own life for the life of her son, so that he will be of assistance to his (blind) 
father. campāpati replied that it was impossible for her to bring a dead person back to 
life, and that in any case the dead person will be born again, it would be better to allow 
things to be that way. kōtamai again pleads that gods do give boons to the devotees and 
she was requesting for the life of her son as a boon. If the boon was not given then she 
would give up her own life. In response to this, campāpati then suggests that she could 
summon various types of deities, the brahmas with and without form, fires, dēvās and 
asurās who inhabit the cakkaravāÒam and if any of them said that they could revive a dead 
person, she would be glad to grant her the boon. The gods who assembled at the behest 
of campāpati, however, expressed their inability and finally, kōtamai disposed of the 
body of her dead son and returned. Since the gods mentioned by campāpati inhabited 
the entire world with mēru mountain at the centre and surrounded by seven mountains, 
a similar edifice to ensure the assembly of all gods was caused to be made by the 
architect mayan, and this was called cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam and its earthly site inside the 

stone walls was called by ordinary people as  cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam . 

Explaining the Narrative  

This narrative is clearly a re-rendering of the Buddhist canonical narrative regarding a 
woman who requested Buddha to revive her dead son. Buddha replied that if she was 
able to bring a small amount of sugar from any house in the village where no one has 
died, then he would be able to revive her son. The woman naturally failed in her quest 
and thus Buddha was able to convince her that death is inevitable. In the present 
narrative goes one step further, and states that death is not only inevitable, and also that 
no god or spirit can avert the possibility of death. campāpati also states that death is 
caused by ignorance and past deeds and the only alternative for dead person is to be 
born again and lead another life. Here the allusion is clearly to the Buddhist theory of 
pratitya-samdupada, the wheel of life, where death is only a stage of material existence. 
The name of the old women, kōtamai, again reminds of mahāprajāpati gōtami, the 
foster-mother of Buddha, who was transformed into a nun after an initial reluctance on 
the part of Buddha.6 

  The most interesting feature of the present narrative is the identification of the 
earthly cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam with the more celestial cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam. According to the 
Buddhist geography, the universe itself is encircled by a string of hills, cakkaravāÒam 
signified the edges of the universe bound by these hills. The narrative discusses gods as 
inhabiting mēru mountain, seven smaller hills, four large islands, two thousand smaller 
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islands, of which the replica was made by mayan.7 However, the original  
cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam was simply a funeral ground surrounded by walls; the identification 
indicated that the celestial beings were also believed to have occupied the same space as 
that of earthly beings. Thus the funeral ground consisting of numerous burials, 
surrounded by walls and believed to have been inhabited by numerous spirits and 
demons was being transmuted to become the universe surrounded by mountains and 
inhabited by celestial beings with or without form.  

  This identification also becomes clear through the invocations in the narrative. 
cārôkalan, the boy who dies, only says that he has given his life to the demon from the 
burning ground.8 campāpati is addressed by kōtamai only as the protector of the places 
on earth where gods or demons were believed to have resided. campāpati tries to 
convince her by using the standard Buddhist logical argument. Only when kōtamai 
threatens to give up her life if her son’s life is not given as a boon,9 received only from 
celestial entities that cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam is invoked. cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam being the 
replica of the universe itself only confirms the inevitability of the birth and death cycle, 
which is demonstrated by the existence of the  cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam. In other words,  

cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam also becomes the earthly form of the cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam constructed 
by mayan.  

  The link between the two forms is provided by campāpati. There is reference to 

a campāpati shrine in the later part of maõimēkalai narrating the circumstances leading to 
the death of utayakumāra¸ .10 Whether there was a real temple addressed to a goddess of 
the same name is far from certain. Interestingly, in the present narrative, campāpati is 
addressed not inside any temple, but at the gates of the cuÇukāÇÇukōÇÇam itself,11 
meaning that campāpati is the spirit of the kōÇÇam rather than any separate goddess. 

campāpati is also called mutumūtāÇÇi,12 showing the ancestral character of the deity. 
campāpati was probably a derivative of the Pāli term chambheti, or dread,13 and if so, it 
corresponds to the protective spirit of the burial ground. This again shows that 
cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam is the celestial expression of the burial ground itself. 

Mortuary ground and forms 

Description of the cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam that precedes the parable of the Brāhmaõa boy 
provides further insights into the nature of the funerary space. According to the 

description, utayakumāra¸  has to proceed to the funerary space (ÁmapperuôkāÇu), where 
renouncers of virtue14 reside. There he will see large trees from the heads of persons who 
lost their lives are hanging.15 Large stone platform (pÁÇikai) over which sacrifices were 

made could also be seen.16 There is reference to the kōÇÇam (shrine of forest goddess)17 
and also reference to memorials of women who performed sati.18 Mortuaries included 
those belonging to four varõās. The kōÇÇam included spaces of the dead of the respected 
people including several ‘hills”, big and small.19 There were also spaces for offering 

sacrifices to gods. There is also reference to stone slabs (tiõõai) placed on the top of 
erected stones (niº aikkaºº eº i), probably indicating cists. There are also references to the 

arrangement of stones in a curved space (miº aikkaÒaccanti) that may indicate a stone 
circle.20 There is reference to earthen pots (maõÇai) in which food is kept and chambers 

(uº aiyuÒkuÇikai) where the guardians eat the food offered and lie down.21  The 
internment in burial ground is equated to a divine abode. There is also mention pavilion 

on the grave (Ámappantar).22 

  It is in this context that the famous reference in maõimēkalai to five types of 

burial, iÇuvōr (exposure), cuÇuvōr (cremation), toÇukuÞippaÇuppōr (pit burial), 
tāÞvayi¸ aÇaippōr (chamber burial), and tāÞiyil kavippōr (urn burial) appears.23 The text 
goes on to refer to people that come to the burial ground day and night, besides living 
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things that announce the existence of a graveyard. These include a number of voices, 
including the sounds of birds, such as owl and eagle, howling of wolves and various 
kinds of chanting and lamenting (toÞuviÒi and aÞuviÒi).24 A number of graveyard trees 

are mentioned, including tā¸º i, oÇuvai, uÞiðc i, kā¸º ai, cūrai and kaÒÒi.25 The kōÇÇam 

also contains a number of ma¸º ams (indicating foot of trees, as commented by 
Nacci¸ ārkki¸ iyar), including vākaima¸º am (infested with spirits), veÒÒi¸ ma¸º am (where 

various predatory birds eat from the dead bodies), va¸¸ ima¸º am (where graveyard 
scavengers cook their food), irattima¸º am (where bodies and heads are assembled into a 

heap), veÒÒiÇaima¸º am (where blood flowing from the dead bodies are collected in a 
vessel and feasted upon).26 Various vessels and articles like kuÞici (for liquids), maõÇai 

(for solids such as grain and meat), veÒÒiº pāÇai (paste), uÒÒÁÇÇaº uvai (vessel for 
keeping ornaments or bundle of cloth), garlands thrown as a bundle and broken bowls 
paddy, grain, and rice offered as pali are mentioned as lying around in the graveyard.27 

  The objective of providing such a gory description of the graveyard is also 
made clear. The first purpose is to present the lord of death (koÇuntoÞilāÒan also as a 
great leveller, transforming the brahmanas and low-born to bundles of blood and meat 
to be devoured by hungry birds and animals and even by human beings 
(cuÇalainō¸ pikaÒ).28 The second is to demonstrate the temporary character of the material 
body and the inevitability of death, which is also the objective of the entire narrative. The 
final objective is obviously to provide an effective basis the cārôkalan narrative that 
follows this description, which demonstrates that no one, including Brahmanas can 
escape this, and the concept of cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam extends the argument to all forms of 
beings including the celestial beings. The Buddhist cosmology includes the abodes of 
gods, spirits and all beings tangible and intangible within the existing universe, subject 
the same laws as those governing human beings. Thus the graveyard explained as 

cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam becomes the demonstration of the reality of death, and also points of 
contact with celestial beings, which are simply another phase of existence within the 
same world. 

Indications of the graveyard in literary texts 

Scholars like K.R.Srinivasan and R.Champakalakshmi have already analysed the 
evidence for megalithic burials in early Tamil texts,29 which need not be repeated here. 
Recently Y.Subbarayalu has sought to connect the references to patukkai in pālai songs to 
megalithic burials.30There have also been attempts by archaeologists to relate the 
evidence of grave goods from archaeological sites to early historic literary references.31 
The broad findings of these scholars can be summarised as follows: 

a) References in maõimēkalai and other references to burials and graveyards, 

particularly from puº a¸ ānūº u, demonstrate the various burial types discovered 
by archaeologists, including urn burials, cists and various types of rock cut 
chamber tombs 

b) Sophistication of the burial type increases with the emergence of social 
differentiation and chiefdoms, and concentration of megalithic sites have been 
found in areas identified with vēÒir chiefs 

c) Grave goods, including iron tools, pottery and precious stones also are represented 
in the literary texts, either as ingredients of burials or as goods in circulation 
during early historic period 

d) Recent researches also indicate that construction of sophisticated graves such as 
rock cut chambers and urn burials require skilled craftsmanship and often 
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collective activity, which show the emergence of some form of organisation of 
labour.  

  Although a specific funerary space as cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam is not mentioned in 

the early Tamil texts, the term peruôkāÇu that indicated burial space occurs frequently in 

the texts. Thus a puº aôkāÇu is mentioned along with the Uº aiyūr (Uº antai) held by 
titta¸ .32 In another place a peruôkāÇu with ōmai tree had to be crossed by wayfarers.33 

peruôkāÇu is found with a tāÞi (urn) also.34 peruôkāÇu is also mentioned along with 
funeral fire.35 In yet another place, peruôkāÇu is mentioned clearly as funerary place.36 

Yet another forest, called the old forest (mutukāÇu) is called cuÇukāÇu that emitted 
smoke.37 Perhaps the most interesting reference that comes closest to the present 
narrative appears in a song by māmūla¸ ār that describes the vast expanse of land that 

has been burnt down (erikavarpu uõÇa) and blackened (karipuº ap perunilam)‡, where 

utiyaðcēralāta¸  conducted his grand feast (peruðcōº u), which is now infested with spirits 
(kūÒi). The place consisted of small and big ‘hills’.38 cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam of maõimēkalai 

presents a similar landscape. māmūla¸ ār only narrates a legend of the feast of 
utiyaðcēral to describe what in his time had become a cuÇukāÇu. 

  Early Tamil songs indicate burials. As mentioned earlier, pālai songs refer to 
patukkai. It is mentioned that patukkai are setup after the destruction of people. It is 
possible that patukkai was the form used disposing the dead after warfare along with 
exposure.39 tāÞi was referred to several times.40 In one interesting song cremation is 

discussed and this relates to atiyamā¸ .41 In the next poem the memorial stone of 

atiyamā¸  neÇumā¸  aðci  decked with peacock plume, where a vessel of toddy and 
plume were offered is mentioned.42 patiºº uppattu mentions tāÞi burials being used by 
chiefs.43 

  Reference to memorial stones is more frequent in Tamil songs. There are a 
number of references to naÇukal. naÇukal is mentioned as being on the wayside and 

trampled by elephants.44 However, in several places naÇukals are mentioned as being 
painted and peacock plume (pÁli) attached and engraved (eÞuttu).45 There are references 

to offering made before naÇukal and also there is mention of a woman standing with 
folded hands before a naÇukal.46 Obviously naÇukals were acquiring the status of the 
object of worship. There are also references to mutukal, kalmutir (old stones)47 and 
peruôkal that were mentioned in the places of worship or divine spaces. In one 

interesting reference, kōpperuðcōÞa¸ , who died in a sallēkhana (vaÇakkirittal) form of self-
sacrifice, is mentioned as being installed in a stone as a spirit.48  

  References to deities and spirits appear in several songs. aõaôku is referred to in 

various contexts. aõaôku is associated with high fortifications (neÇuôkōÇu), soldier 
battalions (tāõai), protective walls, protection of pu¸ am lands and even in roasted meat, 
showing that the concept is associated with protection, or alternatively, destruction.49 
The other concept of the deity kaÇavuÒ appears in a wide variety of contexts. kaÇavuÒ 

appears as a standard deity receiving offerings.50 kaÇavuÒ in a fierce form appears along 
with aõaôku (kalikeÞu kaÇavuÒ).51 The same form (kaÇavuÒ pēõi) appears as receiving 

sacrificial offerings.52 kaÇavuÒ is also mentioned as associated with pipal tree.53 kaÇavuÒ 
is also said to be residing in the foot of the Palmyra tree.54 kaÇavuÒ also appears the deity 
being offered sacrifice in the potiyil.55 Apart from these we find some references to pēy 
and kuliyar (forms of demons) also.56 

                                                 
‡ Editors' note: This passage can be interpreted as the dark  landscape created by the highly dry and 

sunny weather. 
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  Sites of the deities are also important. The most important deity identified 
through the site is muruku. muruku (otherwise called muruka¸ ) is a spirit which 

possesses vēla¸ and pulaitti, who appear (perform) in ma¸º ams where sacrifices and 
offerings to the deity are conducted.57 patiºº uppattu refers to va¸¸i  ma¸º am, which also 

appears in the maõimēkalai description.58 Another term sometimes identified with 
ma¸º am is potiyil. potiyil has been identified by Hikusoka as a Buddhist site59. potiyil 
appears in several songs as the site of the deity either in a flourishing or dilapidated 
condition.60 Foot (pararai) of the trees like āl, vēôkai and ōmai were also sites of the deities 

or spirits.61 Trees also appear to lay a protective, as divine spaces defending (kaÇi) 
settlements.62 There are references to figurines (pāvai) freestanding like kollippāvai,63 or 
engraved into any other object (cuvarppāvai or figurine on the wall).64 There is also 

reference to a metallic figurine (pon cey pāvai)65 and terracotta figurine (vi¸ ai māõpāvai).66  

  All these allusions in the literary texts are not always related to a graveyard. 
However, the narrative of cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam refers to most of these features in relation 

with the kōÇÇam. It refers to kōÇÇam as having the space for making sacrificial offerings 

to kaÇavuÒ. It also indicates megaliths and probably includes stone circles and chambers, 
including possible laterite caves, apart from various types of burials.67 It also refers to 
ashes that remained after cremation, on which a demoness is dancing, 68 a scene that is 

reminiscent of ma¸º am where viº aliyar perform. While seeking the cause of her son’s 
death, kōtamai asks whether it was done by aõaôku or pēy. The text also refers to large 
trees from which heads were hanging and the entire graveyard as protected space 
(aruôkaÇi nakar).69 Thus almost all the images related to divine spaces are repeated in the 
description of cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam, as their mirror images. 

What is cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam ? 

Is cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam a myth narrated to bring out Buddhist conception of the reality of 
death and the plight of human beings trapped in the wheel of life and death? Obviously 
it is. At the same time, it draws upon the already existing funerary practices that were 
prevalent in tamiÞakam at the time of its composition and before. The description of 
funerary practices cover all forms of burial by all sections of population and thus it 
represents the death practices of the entire population familiar to the poet. The 
description also includes different kinds of offerings to spirit from rice to blood and 
meat, the inhabitants of the kōÇÇam includes all forms of spirits, and once extended to 

the cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam it covers the entire Buddhist cosmos. cakkaravāÒam is compared 
to an urn (tāÞi) in one place, and the hills surrounding the kōÇÇam are compared to the 
walls of the graveyard. All the living things, gods and spirits are moving around within 
the tāÞi.70 The description of the kōÇÇam as protected space, also would present the space 
the dead bodies are interred as the mirror image of the cosmos itself. All forms of living 
things, spirits and gods would exist in the cosmos and so would they be within the 
graveyard in dead or immaterial (arūpa) state. Hence there was every reason where such 
spirits of the dead persons should be worshipped and offerings be made within the 
burial site itself, as indicated in the description of the cuÇukāÇÇukkōÇÇam. Thus grave 
goods including pottery, ornaments, weapons, implements and even food grains were 
interred in such spaces. It is also not surprising that stones erected over the graves, or 
even the trees growing in the area would be considered as the abodes of such spirits, as 
seen in the worship of naÇukals and trees in the early Tamil texts.  

  Thus, by the time of the composition of maõimēkalai, the megalithic burial sites 
had come to acquire the status of the divine spaces, where offerings were made to the 
ancestors and spirit deities, where aõaôku and pēy were supposed be dwelling. Probably 
they existed even before Buddhism made its appearance in tamiÞakam. At the same time 
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the Buddhist text makes a bold attempt to teach the principles of dharma demonstrating 
the reality and inevitability of death for all mortal beings by making use of the same 
burial sites. This would mean that graveyards would acquire a social and cultural 
significance far more than their being simple graveyards or cremation grounds, they 
become imaginary cultural spaces where dead persons are allowed to lead their 
afterlives, before they inevitably return to their next life. maõimēkalai itself demonstrates 

the belief in such afterlife, when mentions the previous births of utayakumāra¸  and 
maõimēkalai, and similar stories are found in other epics also. Such a belief has a definite 
space in the Buddhist cosmos, and it is not surprising that grave yards acquired 
credibility and more elaborate such as rock cut chambers, urn burials, and cist burials 
were constructed, memorial stones erected, and circles of large stones, resembling 
cakkaravālam began to be erected around burial sites in the Iron Age and Early Historic 
period.  

  It should be noted that Buddhism had already started using funerary sites such 
as the stūpas as centres of their congregations from the Mauryan times. We find stūpas up 
to Deccan, but they are missing from tamiÞakam although relics of vihārās, such as the 

one at kāðci have been discovered. Does it mean that megalithic burials so popular in 
tamiÞakam were utilised by the Buddhists, and Sramanas in general to propagate their 

cosmological vision? The text of maõimēkalai points to such a possibility. Probably the 
transformation of the megaliths into elaborate burials began from the prehistoric and 
continued during the early historic period. Early Tamil texts refer to at least two burials 

of chiefs who were interred in such graves after their death, kōpperuðcōÞa¸  and 
atiyamā¸  neÇumā¸  aðci.71 Both these chiefs lived only during or after the coming of 
Buddhism and Jainism, which also was the period when elaborate burial structures were 
built. cakkaravāÒakkōÇÇam, in all probability symbolises the Buddhist conception of the 
reality of life and death as embodied by the emerging burial sites. 
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